finite hyperharmonic minorants. In the second chapter the nonnegative superharmonic functions are studied. A superharmonic function is a hyperharmonic function which is finite on a dense set. It is proved that the set of differences of non-negative superharmonic functions is a conditionally complete vectorlattice with respect to the specific order. In order to define a carrier for the non-negative hyperharmonic functions w^e had to introduce a sheaf J^ of nonnegative superharmonic functions, which coincides with the sheaf of non-negative harmonic functions if and only ifDoob's convergence axiom is fulfilled. The carrier of a non-negative superharmonic function is the complementary set of the greatest open set to which the restriction of this function belongs to J^4'. This notion of carrier enables us to carry over R.-M. Herve's construction of the measures associated wdth a non-negative superharmonic function.
In the last chapter we show that a finite non-negative superharmonic function is the specific least upper bound of its specific minorants whose restrictions to their carriers are continuous. Then we introduce some interesting closed ideals (with respect to the specific order) of non-negative superharmonic functions: the closed ideal of substractible non-negative superharmonic functions, the closed ideal of non-negative quasicontinuous superharmonic functions and the closed ideal of non-negative superharmonic functions which satisfy, in a certain sense, Brelofs axiom D. If the non-negative locally bounded superharmonic functions have no zero in common and if the minimum principle for hyperharmonic functions is valid on any relatively compact open set then any function of this last ideal, which is orthogonal to J^, is the specific least upper bound of its continuous finite specific minorants and therefore quasicontinuous. If moreover Brelot's axiom D is fulfilled, then any non-negative hyperharmonic function is quasicontinuous.
I. PRELIMINARIES.
Axioms and definitions.
Let X be a locally compact space and Jf a sheaf on X of real vector spaces of real continuous functions called harmonic functions.
An open relatively compact set U of X is called regular if it has non-empty boundary 9V and any real continuous function / on 9V possesses a unique continuous extension to U, whose restriction H^ to U is harmonic, non-negative if/is non-negative. For any regular set U and any x e U the map / -> Hy(x) is a linear non-negative functional on the space of real continuous functions on 5U; we denote by co^ the measure on 8V associated with this functional and we call it harmonic measure.
A numerical function ( 1 ) 5 on an open set U is called hyperharmonic if:
a} it does not take the value -oo, b) it is lower semicontinuous, c) any point x e U possesses a neighbourhood U,(x) c U such that for every regular set V, V c= U^x), and any y e V p s(y) ^ s dcoj.
j
An open set U is called an MP-set if any hyperharmonic function s on U is non-negative if there exists a compact subset K, of X such that s is non-negative on U -K^ and for any boundary point x of U lim inf s{y) ^ 0.
y-^x
It follows immediately from this definition that any hyperharmonic function on a compact MP-set is non-negative.
We shall suppose that the sheaf J^ satisfies the following axioms:
Ho. For any point xeX there exists a harmonic function on a neighbourhood of x, positive at x.
Hi. For any open set V, x e V c: U, such that U -V is open, we denote by Uy the harmonic function on U equal to zero on V and equal to u on U -V. The least upper bound v of the family (My)v is harmonic ( 1 ) Real (resp. numerical) function is a map into the real axis (resp. real axis completed with +00 and -oo). on U and is equal either to zero or to u at any point of U. Hence the set W on which v vanishes is open and therefore connected. Since it contains x, X is locally connected. COROLLARY 1.1. -The regular domains form a basis ofX. Let U be an open subset of X and / a numerical function on 8V. We denote by y^j-the set of lower bounded hyperharmonic functions s on U such that
at any x e 8V and non-negative on U -K^, w^here K, is a compact subset of X, and by H^ the function on U
HV(x) = inf s(x).
seyy We shall denote, as usual, for any non-negative hyperharmonic function s on X and any set A c: X, by R^ the greatest lower bound of the set of non-negative hyperharmonic functions on X w^hich dominate s on A. Iffis bounded H^ is harmonic on U.
The assertion follows from the axiom H3 and from the fact that if/is lower semicontinuous, the function 
is lower semicontinuous then it is hyperharmonic.
It is sufficient to show that s is hyperharmonic on a neighbourhood of a point x e V^ n 8V\. Let W be an MP-set containing x and U be an open neighbourhood of x on which there exists a positive harmonic function u. We shall prove that we can take as U^x) (required in the definition of hyperharmonic functions) the set U n W n U^(x). Indeed let V be a regular set, V c= \J,(x\ and/a real continuous function on 5V, / ^ s. Obviously s ^ Hj on V -U^. For any s > 0 we denote by Sg the function on W equal to inf(s + su -H^, 0) on V n U^ and equal to zero on W -V n U^. Since it is hyperharmonic on V n U^ and equal to zero outside a compact subset of V n U^ it is hyperharmonic. W being an MP-set it is non-negative. Hence, a being arbitrary, s ^ Hj also on V n U^. It follows immediately that for any y e V For any V and any x e V at which s is finite we have
Let s^ s^ be hyperharmonic functions on X. 
For any xeA and any regular MP-neighbourhood V ofx \ve have
Since the function
y -> \ s dcoj
is finite on A n V and s is infinite on X -A the function
vanishes on A n V. Being harmonic it vanishes on A n V.
Remark. -It follows from this lemma that the function on X equal to 0 on A and equal to + oo on X -A is hyperharmonic. Hence, by Theorem 1.2, the function on X equal to 0 on A and equal to a nonnegative hyperharmonic function on X -A is hyperharmonic. LEMMA 1.7.-Let s, 5i, s^ be hyperharmonic functions on X and
Let x e A and V be a regular MP-neighbourhood of x. By the preceding lemma we have Hence, by Lemma 1.4,
•=s,+s,,, 5^.e^,.
We denote A = {xeX[si(x) < oo}.
Obviously s^ = R^. and for any s e ^ 3 The function t' on X equal to 0 on A and equal to t on X -A is a non-negative hyperharmonic function and by Lemma 1.7 5 = 5^ + ^3 + ^/, Si2 + ^3 < 5.
(^This lemma is used only to show that in lemma 1.10 A^ exists and belongs to .9^. These assertions, however, are not used in the rest of this paper. LEMMA 1.9.-Let y = (s^gj be a specifically upper directed (resp. specifically lower directed and locally equally lower bounded) family of hyperharmonic functions on X. Then Yy (resp. Ac9 9 ) exists,
and for any x e X (r^sp. x e X 5^c/i that in! s,(x} < + oo)
Let K e I. For any i e I such that s, > s^ (resp. s, < 5j we denote by t, the nearly hyperharmonic function on X equal to s, -s( resp. s^ -5J wherever s^ (resp. 5J is finite and equal to + oo elsewhere. By Lemma 1. . It can be proved similarly that any specific majorant (resp. minorant) of y is a specific majorant (resp. minorant) of V y (resp. A c$Q. We denote s = A y, s, = A ^. By Lemma 1.4 we have on V, s = t, + s,.
Let s' e y, s\ e ^, such that s' == t, + s; on U,, V be a regular MPset and/be a real continuous function on <9V,/^ 5'. The function s* on X (resp. s* on UJ equal to s on X -V (resp. 5, on U, -V) and equal to inf((5' + H^ -H;), s) (resp. inf((5; + H^ -H;U)) on V (resp. V n UJ is lower semicontinuous and therefore by Theorem 1.2 hyperharmonic. 5* is non-negative and 5* = t, + 5* on U for any i e I. Hence s* e y, s* e c9^, 5* ^ s, Remark.-The set of hyperharmonic functions is conditionally complete with respect to the order relation <. 
then SQ is harmonic on a neighbourhood of x (resp. SQ is continuous at x).
For the proof see [6] (Theorem 3), [3] We shall denote by Y (resp. A) the join (resp. meet) operation with respect to the specific order in [^^(X). U -^ ^(U) is a sheaf. We denote by ^ the set of sheaves ^ on X such that, for any U, ^(U) is a closed positive ideal of [^KU) and contains Jf^U), where ^(U) stands for Jf(U) n ^(U). Obviously the sheaf ^+ belongs to <^. We denote .^(u) == n w). Doob's convergence axiom [7] (the least upper bound of an upper directed set of harmonic functions is harmonic if it is finite on a dense set) is equivalent to ^+ = Jtf + .
LEMMA 2.2. -Let s be a non-negative superharmonic function on X orthogonal to J^+{X). Then any hyperharmonic major ant of -s is non-negative.
Let So be a hyperharmonic majorant of -5. We denote by y the set of non-negative superharmonic functions on X dominating -So. We have Let s be a non-negative superharmonic function on X and Xo AlexandroflFs compactification of X. We shall call carrier of s, and we shall denote it by Carr s, the set of points x e Xo such that, for any neighborhood U of x, the restriction of s to U n X does not belong to J^^U n X) to which we add the Alexandroff point if s possesses a non-identically zero minorant from J^^X). Obviously Carr s is closed. We have on U
Hence the restriction of 5i to U belongs to J^^U) and therefore Carr5i c: Ki. It is easy to verify that the map
s -> Carr s is an abstract carrier on ([^^(X), Xo).
We have 
We have For any division 6 of s we have
W)<<V/)+,(<5,/> and, if ^' is finer than 8, W)^W)<8^(f)<8^(f).

LEMMA 2.4.-Let f, g be real continuous functions on Y and reJSf^ such thatf. s, g.s.f.t are defined. Then: ) (/ -g)' s is defined and (f -g). s = /. s -g. s; b} f. (s + t) is defined andf. (s
Hence, if 8' is a division of s finer than 8, we have <Vinf(/, g)) < W) A <Vg) < 5,.(/) A 6^g) < <5'*(inf(^g))<:^*(mf(/,g)).^( mf(/, g)) < /. s A g. s < 5*(inf(/, g)) <
< 5»(inf(/,g)) + <5*(/) -5^(/) + 8*{g) -8^g).
The assertion for sup(/, g) follows from the relation sup(V; g) = / + g -inf(/, g).
d) Let ^(f^P-^i; ^i) be a division of s A t(resp. s -s A t, t -s A t)
= (s0,6i,(/ = 0,1,2), Io n I, = Io n 1^ = 0.
We denote by (jj{j = 1,2) the family defined on Io u I, equal to <5o on Io and equal to 6j on Ij, <7i(resp. a^) is a division ofs (resp. t). We have
<W) = W) + W\ (f) A <r$(/) = W) + 6W A W).
Since any s, 1 
is orthogonal to any si we have <5?(/) A 8^(f) = 0 and <W)A^(/) = ^(/). Similarly we get O^(/)A(T^(/) = 8^(f). Hence (/.s)A(/.r)=/.(sAr).
For the last assertion we remark that sYt+sAt=s^-t.
Let 6 == (s,)^i(resp. a = (^)jej) be a division of s Y t (resp. s A 0, I n J = ^ and T the division of s + t defined on I u J equal to 8 on I and equal to a on J. We have For any e > 0 the function Sg on U equal to s" + £^ on V and infinite on U -V is superharmonic. We have 5 + A 5g = 5' £ on V and therefore on U since U -V is negligible.
W) + (T*(/) = T*(/), ^(/) + (7,(/) = T^(/).
From here we see that /. (s Y t) is defined and
Remark.-If s is a substractible non-negative superharmonic function on U it is not always substractible on any open subset of U.
This is nevertheless true if the assertion a} from the Lemma 3.1 is satisfied and a fortiori if Bauer's « Trennungsaxiom » is fulfilled.
We denote for an open set U by <^(U) the set of non-negative superharmonic functions on U which are substractible on any open subset of U. Let s be a non-negative finite superharmonic function on X, orthogonal to any non-negative superharmonic function whose restriction to its carrier is continuous and finite. In particular s is orthogonal to .^(X). For any x e X the map
is a measure ^ on Xo. Let K be a compact subset ofX such that the restriction ofstoK is continuous. Then s^ = 0. We get by Lemma 1.9 (K) = inf/4/) = inf(/. s)(x) = s^(x) = 0, j j where / runs the set of non-negative continuous finite functions on Xo greater than 1 on K. By Lusin's property ji vanishes on any compact subset of X and, since /x(Xo -X) = 0,
We denote by (S the set of non-negative superharmonic functions s on X such that for any relatively compact open set U A^y = 0, w^here (S^ is the set of non-negative superharmonic functions s' on U for w^hich there exists an upper semicontinuous real function / on U such that
We denote by M (resp. JT) the set of non-negative superharmonic functions s on X such that for any relatively compact MP-set U, H^ is the component of the restriction of s to U on ^(UUresp W). Let ^ = (sj^i be a specifically upper directed family of elements of (Q (resp. Ji, M'\ s = Y^ and for any i e I, t, be a non-negative superharmonic function on X such that s = s, + t,. Then for any relatively compact set (resp. MP-set) U w^e havê + ^ c= ^ (resp. H^ ^ H^). Hence s e (S (resp. ^ ^/).
Obviously M' c= ^. Let 5 e (S, U be a relatively compact MP-set, V be an open relatively compact set, U c: V, 5' be a non-negative superharmonic function on V and / be a real upper semicontinuous function on V such that
Let further t be the component of the restriction of 5 to U in <?(U). For any x e U let u^ be a harmonic function on a neighbourhood W^ of x, u^ ^ / Since t ^ s ^ s' -t-i^ on W^ n U we have r + ^ = 5' 4-u^, w^here ^ is a non-negative superharmonic function on W^ n U. Hence there exists a superharmonic function ^ on U equal to ^ -uô n W^ n U for any x e U. We have t-^-t'=s\ t^ -/, r' ^ H 1^ H^,^ -HY.
Hence, since H^ is a superharmonic function, t ^ s' + fiy, t ^ fly.
Since H^€^+(U\t = H^. 
y-^x
Since the property has a local character we may suppose that X is an MP-set, s is bounded and there exists a positive harmonic function u on X, u{x) = 1. It is sufficient to suppose that the carrier of s is a compact subset of X. Let K be a compact subset of X such that s is infinite on K. By the preceding lemma b)
or any s > 0. Hence
5K=0.
We may assume therefore that s is bounded on its carrier. It follows then, again by the preceding lemma b\ that s is locally bounded. Hence by Theorem 3.3 we may take further 5 continuous on its carrier. By Lemma 3Aa) s is finite and continuous. 
Quasicontinuity.
Let 5 be a non-negative hyperharmonic function on X and for any subset A of X let Q'^ = ^A be the set of non-negative hyperharmonic functions 5' on X such that the restriction of s to {xeA\s\x) ^ 1} is continuous. We say that s is quasicontinuous on A if A^^O. The assertion follows from the fact that infs(x) is equal to zero se^n outside a negligible set and from the fact that a countable union of negligible sets is negligible. LEMMA 3.6.-Let A be a relatively compact subset ofX and let y = (sj^i be an upper directed family of non-negative hyperharmonic functions on X such that v y = +00.
on A. If s is a non-negative hyperharmonic function on X such that for any L e I, s A ^ is quasicontinuous on A, then s is quasicontinuous on A.
Let (iJyigN be a sequence in I such that s^ > n on A. Then Let s be a non-negative hyperharmonic function on X. For any non-negative locally bounded superharmonic function s' on X, s A s' is quasicontinuous on any compact subset of X by Theorems 3.4 and 3.5a). Hence, by Lemma 3.6, s is quasicontinuous on any compact subset of X.
